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POLITICAL LEADERS OF TOKUSHIMA, 1868-1912 

� Andrew Fraser 

Introduction 

This article describes the background, character and role of five Toku
shima political leaders. Two of them also held top posts in the central 
government; political activities there and in bodies like the House of Peers, 
though impOltant, must be excluded from this study. In the case of all of 
them, how and with what success they combined to promote the interests 
of their native province is the major theme, though the people who sup
ported them and the extent of popular participation in local politics will also 
be examined. 

Tokushima prefecture, like all others, had its unique set of advantages 
and drawbacks as it competed for a place in the Meiji regime. Natives of the 
single province of Awa rror�, previously the heart of Japan's seventeenth 
largest domain (257,000koku), its leaders perhaps show more continuity and 
stronger group cohesion than those of many other prefectures formed after 
the amalgamation of several provinces or small domains. On the other hand, 
the Awa domain had played a rather passive role in Bakumatsu politics; after 
1868 it was overshadowed by Satsuma, Ch6shu, Tosa and Hizen, domains 
that had spearheaded the Meiji Restoration and whose leaders then held the 
top posts in government and politics for the next four decades. Japan's 
leading producer of indigo, Tokushima prefecture had an advanced com
mercial economy. But over the years its rather remote location on Shikoku 
island led to a comparative decline in wealth and to much slower indusuial 
development than in d1e three meu'opolitan cities and more cenu'al pre
fectures. It suffered a further blow when the invention of chemical dyes 
around 1900 drastically cut the demand for indigo. 

Some rather sketchy studies have attempted to link political and eco
nomic development in the Meiji era'! but individual character and motivation 
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! See, for example, Oishi Kaichiro, "Fuku
shima jiken no shakai keizaiteki jiban" [The 
socio-economic base of the Fukushima 
uprising1 liyu minkenki no kenkyti, 4 vols 
(Tokyo: YLihikaku, 1959), 2: 13-17. 
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remain of prime impOttance-hence the biographical sUucture of this article, 
des pite some loss of narrative flow. And if the political leaders described here 
make only fleeting appearances on the national stage, in one respect so much 
the better. They remind one that famous statesmen at the cenU'e were not 
the only architects of the Meiji state. The widespread farmer uprisings and 
fierce samurai rebellions of the 1870s, so threatening to the government, had 
muted echoes in Tokushima, but moderation and compromise prevailed 
there, as in most other prefectures. This was an important contribution to 
modern Japan, perhaps too easily overlooked. 

As for political leadership in the three great cities and forty or so other 
prefectures, comparable studies might provide interesting points of similarity 
or contrast. A sUiking feature of the Tokushima leaders was their protean 
flexibility and united pursuit of local aims even when seeming to take 
opposite sides in politics. Those selected for this atticle outshone all others 
in the political life of the prefecture and demonstrate these qualities most 
vividly. 

Hachisuka Mochiaki !Ill �J{ � 1X jg (1846-1918) 

Hachisuka's prime asset was a distinguished pedigree. His father 
Matsudaira Natihiro f�.:!jLtfm inherited the Awa domain in 1844 after 
adoption by the childless domain lord; he was in fact a son of the eleventh 
shogun Ienari. His wife was the eldest daughter of Takatsukasa Masamichi 
JilJl] .lEl�i, regent (kanpaku fRlBJ at the Imperial COUtt in Kyoto in the 
1850s and the emperor's chief adviser on national affairs, so Hachisuka's 
parents were related to the top families of both the civil and military 
aristocracies. His personal attributes-robust physique, affable manners, 
high level of education-were also important assets throughout his 
successful career. 

An able statesman, Narihiro kept on friendly terms with all patties in the 
bewildering and violent polities of the 1860s. With other leading domain 
lords of central Japan related to the Tokugawa family, he worked for 
harmony between the emperor and shogun (k6bu gattai � �..g. {;fl;) in 
order to create a new national regime based on consensus and compromise. 
Other groups looked to military initiatives. The Satsuma and Ch6shu 
domains of south-west Japan upheld Loyalism (kinn6fh:f), demands for 
the emperor to be restored as sole tuler, a useful tool in their push for 
supremacy, especially if the new sovereign was inexpetienced in national 
affairs and likely to come under their sway. On the other Side, powerful 
domains in north Japan were equally detetmined to fight for the shogun's 
right to rule or at least to remain supreme overlord (sabaku 1ti:;G). Still in 
his teens, Mochiaki often acted as his father'S agent or representative at 
Kyoto during these u'eacherous years, a first-hand training in politics and 
diplomacy. 
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As civil war loomed, Narihiro stood aloof and continued to build up his 
atmed forces. Both sides courted him as a potential ally; he imprisoned or 
exiled Loyalists in the main-domain but tacitly encouraged his chief retainer 
(j6seki kan:i � f!ti * � Inada Tanenobu fIlf I:B tiD: IDt(, guardian of Sumoto 
castle on Awaji island, to maintain friendly contacts with Loyalist elements 
in Kyoto. Narihiro died just after Satsuma and Ch6shli troops inflicted a 
decisive defeat on the shogun's army outside Kyoto late in 1867; his heir 
Mochiaki at once joined the winning Impetialist side. The new lord now 
changed his name from Matsudaira, with its Tokugawa connotations, to 
Hachisuka, the traditional patronymic of his domain, then married the 
daughter of a principal retainer (karci *� from that family, shrewdly 
reinforcing his local ties.2 

Early in 1868, aged twenty-two years, Hachisuka accepted a top post 
as councillor in the new Meiji govemment, handling judicial affairs; in 1869, 
after elections were held among the higher offiCials, he was due to become 
head of the civil affairs ministry, receiving a good number of votes,3 but 
then with all other domain lords in the capital he returned home as imperial 
governor to carry out reforms in preparation for a forthcoming prefectural 
regime. 

A progressive reformer, fully in accord with government aims, Hachisuka, 
along with other leading lords, received a special letter of thanks from the 
emperor for his efforts when all domains were abolished and replaced by 
prefectures in 1871. In particular, he paid off all domain debts
amounting to nearly ¥350,000-to a grateful central government, Figure 1 
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2 For a more detailed account of these years, 
see Andrew Fraser, "Political development 
in the Awa (Tokushima) domain: the final 
decade, 1860-1870," Popers on For &istem 
Hi�tory (hereafter PEER) 15 (Mar. 1977): 
105-6l. 

3 Nihon Shiseki Kyokai, IUKlkum Tomomi 
kankei monjo [Papers of Iwakura Tomomi], 
8 vols, reprint ed. (fokyo: Tokyo Daigaku 
Shuppankai, 1968), 2: 495. 

4 Andrew Fraser, "Hachisuka Mochiaki 
(1846-1918): from feudal lord to modem 
businessman," in Tsunehiko Yui and Kei
ichiro Nakagawa,j0po/lese n1Onogement in 
bist0l1Wl perspective (fokyo: University of 
Tokyo Press, 1989), pp.29ff. 

S Hachisuka's close acquaintance with Nes
bitt and his family can be seen indirectly in 
Komuro Sbinobu kankei monjo [The papers 
of Komura Shinobu], microfilm, Meiji Bunko, 
Tokyo University, reel 4. Letters of Gertrude 
Nesbitt to Komuro's son Sankichi. 

one of the few lords to do so. Hachisuka and his Wife in London, 1872 
As a former domain lord, Hachisuka was now required to 

reside in the capital. While a member of the Legislature, he attend
ed the Daigaku Nank6 =* � 1W t::l, forerunner ofTokyo University, 
as an ordinary student. Generously pensioned with nearly 20,000 
koku per annum, capitalised in 1876 to ¥500,000 in govemment 
bonds, his private assets amounted to over ¥1 million,4 making him 
one of Japan's wealthiest men. 

Hachisuka left] apan in 1872 for an extended period of overseas 
study at his own expense, taking with him several young Tokushima 
pupils, sons offormer domain officials or leading merchants. While 
sometimes styled 'Prince Hachisuka', with a smart London address 
at Pall Mall Place, (though plain 'Mr' to his followers and friends), 
he was by no means a withdrawn or aloof aristocrat, mixing with 
active, well-informed people like Henry Arthur Nesbitt, a barrister, 
financial adviser, Unitarian Christian and enthusiastic supporter of 
Gladstone's Liberal Patty.s From 1875 to 1878 he studied politics 
and economics at Balliol College, Oxford, and made a friendly 
acquaintance in Asquith, the future Liberal ptime minister. 

Uppermost in Hachisuka's mind during these years was]apan's 
urgent need for railway development and for constitutional 
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6 See Yamada Tatsuo, Komurojinanofu,bi 
sbOden [Brief biographies of Komuro and 
his son] (1924) . Andrew Fraser, "Komuro 
Shinobu (1839-1898): a Meiji politician and 
businessman," PFEH 3 (Mar. 1971), pp.61-
83. 

7 See Koyama Taneo, Nakaji11Ul Masutane 
(fokushima, 1943). Andrew Fraser, "Naka
jima Masutane (1829-1905): a Meiji scholar
patriot, official and peer," PFEH 8 (Sept. 
1978), pp.1-35. 

A Toyama Shigeki,jinbutsuNibon norekisbi 
[A history ofJapan's leaders], 14 vols (fokyo: 
Yomiuri Shinbunsha, 1966), 11 :  8-9. 

9 Hachisuka's "republicanism" perhaps de
rived from current events in British politics. 
The widowed Queen Victoria was very 
unpopular in the early 1870s; liberal MPs 
led by Sir Charles DUke mounted a campaign 
for a republic in those years. See Antonia 
Fraser, ed., Tbe lives oftbe kings and queens 
of England (London: Futura edition, 1977), 
p.256. 

10 Furusawa Sbi geru kankei monjo [Papers 
of Furusawa Shigeru] (Kenseishiryoshitsu, 
National Diet library, Tokyo), item 36. For 
the full text of these letters, see Andrew 
Fraser, "Early Meiji liberalism as seen in draft 
letters of Furusawa Shigeru (1847-1911) to 
Hachisuka Mochiaki and others around 
August 1874," PFEH 9 (Mar. 1974) : 21-4. 

11 Yui and Nakagawa, japanese 11UInage
ment, pp.33-9. Tsuyuki Kametaro, Hacbi
suka MocbiakikOkakuretaru kOseki [Marquis 
Hachisuka Mochiaki's hidden achievements] 
(1937), pp.6-30. 

Figure 2 

Hacbisuka Mocbiaki in middle age 
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progress on the Btitish parliamentary model. Two young officials on 
postings to London resigned in 1872 to carry out full-time study of these 
projects under Hachisuka's patronage. Komuro Shinobu JJ'\� ffi =Jc6 studied 
railways; Originally a merchant from Tango province, he became involved 
in Loyalist politics in Kyoto as a pupil of a famous Awa scholar, Nakajima 
Masutane t:P !!mJAL.7 Both were imptisoned in Tokushima under lenient 
conditions in 1873; just after the Restoration of 1868, Komuro was released, 
awarded samurai status and employed in the central government. In 1870 
he became chief councillor of the Tokushima domain, its top post under 
Hachisuka, with whom he fotmed a close, almost family relationship that 
remained unbroken until his death in 1898. For example, his second son 
was educated in England at Hachisuka's expense. FutUsawa ShigetU 
EiRitt, set to study parliamentary government, had also been imprisoned 
for Loyalist activities by the neighbouring Tosa domain; released in 1868, 
he was soon one of the progressive government officials centred on Kido 
K6in of Ch6shu and Okuma Shigenobu of Hizen,8 both early advocates of 
constitutional progress. 

Komuro and FUlUsawa returned home in late 1873 to pursue their 
respective goals: Komuro to promote aJapan Railway Company as Hachi
suka's agent, FutUsawa to champion the People's Rights movement as a 
journalist of the radical Yzibin Hochi newspaper. Hachisuka's political 
convictions in these years appear in a draft letter to him from FUlUsawa (in 
English), hailing him as "adopting the Liberal docuines of England even to 
republicanism";9 in another of his draft letters, to Hachisuka's private tutor, 
FUlUsawa declares: "We now have a fair prospect before us that it will not 
be too long before we shall have what is called the Constitution of the 19th 
century, copied from yours."l0 

Hachisuka returned home in 1879; he was immediately appointed a high 
official of the foreign and finance ministries. Thereafter he held posts as am
bassador to France and governor of Tokyo in the 1880s, then as president 

of the House of Peers, education min
ister and privy counci!lor in the 1890s, 
while raised to the second grade of 
the peerage as marquiS in 1884. During 
these years Hachisuka was a promoter, 
investor and director of marine insur
ance, railway, trading and industrial 
companies; he also became proprietor 
of a large agricultural estate in Hok
kaidoY 

When not overseas, Hachisuka 
paid regular visits to Tokushima pre
fecture, always watmly welcomed by 
its officials and leading men. He was 
a pau'on of many local enterptises, 
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both business and educational, while also providing generous gifts in times 
of natural disaster. From the late 1880s onwards, at his spacious Tokyo 
residence, he presided over spring and autumn meetings of Tokushima 
worthies, often numbeting from 200 to 300 people. Few other prefectures 
had the advantage of such an able and influential aristocrat as a focus for 
personal loyalty and champion of local interests. 

YoshikawaAkimasa =*)11 milE (1841-1920) 

Small-scale farmers, Yoshikawa's grandfather and father were never
theless well educated and practised medicine as a side occupation. A 
younger son, Yoshikawa was due to be apprenticed to an indigo merchant; 
while attending an ordinary school to learn writing and arithmetic, he 
showed a remarkable aptitude for the Confucian claSSiCS, though such 
studies were officially restricted to members of the samurai class. His 
teacher encouraged him in this; after adoption by a medical doctor in Toku
shima castle town he then studied under the best local scholars. Though 
quite poor, he made his way to Nagasaki in 1864 to learn English; there he 
became a tutor and friend of young students from other domains like Ito 
Hirobumi of Choshu and Mori Arinori of Satsuma, both destined to hold 
high posts in the future Meiji government. After 1868 the Tokushima 
domain appointed him a professor of Western studies at its academy, the 
Chokylikan ft�it. When the domain was abolished in 1871, Yoshikawa 
went to Tokyo hoping to join the staff of Mori Arinori, recently appointed 
consul in New York. He failed in this, but quite by chance met Ito Hirobumi, 
who promptly included him in his mission to study banking systems in the 
United States.12 

From that time onwards Yoshikawa rose steadily as an official in the 
finance and industry ministries under the patronage of Ito and his close friend 
Inoue Kaoru. In 1880 he was promoted to top official rank in the foreign 
ministry, headed by Inoue. By 1882 he was vice-head of the home ministry 
with an additional post as governor of Tokyo. When Yamagata Aritomo of 
Choshu became home minister in 1883, Yoshikawa stayed on as his vice
head, then served as education minister in the first Yamagata cabinet of 1890. 
For the rest of the 1890s, Yoshikawa held the justice, home and communications 
p01tfolios in successive Choshu cabinets, finally serving as Katsura's home 
minister in 1904. Meanwhile, he was raised to the peerage as viscount in 1896, 
then count in 1907. Appointed a member of the privy council in 1910, he was 
later its vice-president. 

More a colleague and friend than a subordinate, Yoshikawa's close 
relationship with Choshu leaders Ito, Inoue and Yamagata was legendary, 
his numerous letters to them larded with astute flattery. He often carried on 
delicate negotiations to keep them in harmony during personal ruptures, 
while also their trusted advisor on top-level political strategy. A strong, 
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12 For Yoshikawa, see Mizuno Hideo, 
Hakushaku Yoshikawa Akimasa slxiden [A 
brief biography of Count Yoshikawa Aki
masa] ([okyo: Ogawa Insatsusho, 1940). 
Bokutei Inshi, Daijin no shosei jidai [The 
young days of cabinet ministers] ([okyo: 
Daigakukan, 1902), pp.72-86. Okamoto 
Kensuke, Etrnzan sensei den [A biography 
of Yoshikawa (Etsuzan)], MS, Tokushima 
Prefectural Library. Also, Andrew Fraser 
"Yoshikawa Akimasa (1841-1920): a Meiji 
executive official and cabinet minister," PFEH 
4 (Sept. 1971): 17--40. 

Figure 3 
Yoshikawa as Governor of Tokyo, 1882 
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Figure 4 

Yoshikawa Akimasa in later years 

13 Miyake Setsurei, DOJidai shi [A contemp
orary history], 6 vols (fokyo: IwanamiShoten, 
1953), 5: 216. 

14 Tokutomi Iichir6, Waga kOyu mku [A 
record of my acquaintances) (fokyo: Chuo 
Koronsha, 1941), pp.75-7. 

15 For Inoue, see Murata Ushitaro, Inoue 
Takanoli 0 denki [A biography of Inoue 
Takanori) (1941), MS, Tokushima Prefectural 
Library; !ida Yoshisuke, "Inoue Takanori 
shOden" [A briefbiography ofInoe Takanori), 
Tokushimashiminbunka 2 (Oct. 1954): 10-
15. 

16 Tokushima Ken Shi Hensan !inkai, Toku
shima ken shi [A history of Tokushima pre
fecture, 6 vols (fokushima, 1966) 5: 20. 

17 Yui and Nakagawa, Japanese numage
menl, p.36. Tokushimakenshi, voL5, pp.434-
5. 
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energetic man, jokingly dubbed 'Awa no Gidayu' 1fDJ�G7)i'i*� for his 
delight in reciting the ballads of his native province, after 1890 he was a 
convivial host to the Tokushima Diet representatives during their terms in 
Tokyo, shaling their enjoyment of dlinking parties and singing girls.13 
Renowned as a scholar of both Confucian and Western studies, in later life 
he became first president of Kokugakuin University.14 

like Hachisuka, Yoshikawa paid frequent visits to Tokushima prefecture, 
always welcomed by the cun-ent prefectural governor, local offiCials, busi
nessmen and wOlthies. He often used his influence as a high official to gain 
generous relief grants for his home province in times of natural disaster, while 
assisting many local men to gain official posts. Indeed, Hachisuka's 
distinguished career under Chashu patronage celtainly owed much to 
Yoshikawa, who on his death in 1920 was raised to Junior First coutt grade, 
the same as awarded to Hachisuka on his death two years previously, the 
younger son of an obscure falmer and countly medical doctor thus attaining 
equal rank with his fOimer domain lord in the new Meiji aristocracy. 

Inoue Takanori # 1:. � � (1831-93) 

Inoue's family were upper-class samurai wid1 a hereditary stipend of200 
koku. In early youth, he served as page in d1e domain lord's household. By 
1863 Inoue held a post with an additional salary of 50 koku, rising to super
intendent (metsuke § 1t) in 1865, now deeply involved in the domain's 
political strategy. As a mil italY commander (kangun itilW he led domain 
troops against the Tokugawa rebels in 1868--9.15 In 1870 he was serving 
under Komuro as deputy councillor of the Tokushima domain; together they 
alTanged Hachisuka's finances in ways that enabled him to payoff all domain 
debts yet still emerge with large private assets after 1871.16 

Inoue's personal relationship with Hachisuka, no less than Komuro's, 
was most tlusting and friendly. Hachisuka left his own young son in Inoue's 
care as guardian when he went to London in 1872, and took Inoue's second 
son with him for an overseas education. Komuro and Inoue were also busi
ness paltners; with five other ex-officials or leading merchants of the fOimer 
Tokushima domain they set up the Yurinsha :tf �� *± in 1874, a company 
engaged in shipping, banking, commodity tl-ading and industly, financed by 
a loan of ¥250,000 from Hachisuka.17 This company gained Tokushima a 
share in the new national economy ofMeijijapan, while providing a financial 
base for future political activity. 

On Komuro's invitation, Inoue went to Tokyo in December 1873 to join 
wid1 political allies in launching a People's Rights movement. Having 
recently resigned from high official posts in discontent with Satsuma and 
Ch6shu domination of t11e government, Itagaki Taisuke and Gota Shajiro of 
the former Tosa domain were its most prominent leaders, but the famous 
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"Memorial for Popularly Elected Assemblies," the opening u·umpet blast of 
the movement in]anuary 1874, was in fact drawn up by Furusawa Shigeru, 
with minor amendments by Komuro and others. 

Itagaki returned to K6chi prefecture in April 1874 to fOlm the Risshisha 
!z:i&:ti:, a local political association heading the movement; Inoue set up a 
companion association, the ]ijosha 13 Writ in My6d6 prefecture, as his 
fOlmer domain was now styled. Both titles derived from a popular translation 
of "Self Help" by Samuel Smiles, a classic of British middle-class Liberalism. 
Inoue's combative personality made him a forceful political leader; he was 
already engaged in fierce disputes with the first prefectural governor, Kubo 
Danz6 !A. 1*IDT..=. of Ch6shii, resented locally as an "outsider."lR 

Inoue and his allies toured the prefecture making speeches to explain the 
meaning of people's rights, attracting quite large audiences, especially 
among village heads, local officials and school-teachers. 19 In August 1874 he 
presented tl1e prefectural governor with a draft of the]ijosha regulations, to 
be fOlwarded to the home ministry for approval.20 Its activities included 
opening a public reading room and setting up a Law School for the study of 
the French, British and]apanese legal codes. Other aims, ordered to be cut 
out by the home ministry as "intruding on the Executive," were to present 
the government with memorials and repolts when the rights of the people 
were violated and to support their demands for a constitution and new legal 
codes. Even so, perhaps as a concession to local feelings, the home ministry 
did not object to the more modest aim of assisting the common people by 
legal appeals and petitions whenever they were unable through "poverty or 
ignorance" to defend their interests against improper official orders or 
obstruction. 

The ]ijosha was to be governed by a general assembly, open to all 
comers, headed by a chairn1an, four executives and four secretalies, elect
ed by ballot for one-year terms. All members were to have equal rights, 
regardless of age, educational level or social status. This general assembly 
met twice a month to hear speeches and to debate matters of national or 
local importance. 

By the end of 1874 over 800 people had joined the ]ijosha; with its 
informal supporters total membership perhaps amounted to over 1,000, 
though regrettably no party register has survived. Inoue launched the associ
ation with six other promoters, including a wealthy local merchant, a famous 
Confucian scholar and three former samurai holding posts in the prefectural 
office, while a dozen or so other important local leaders are known to have 
joined it. But as for its rank and file, in April 1875 an anonymous critic 
derided the general assembly in a local newspaper as composed mainly of 
"people with no occupation, unable to support a single household, pass
ing the day uselessly in long-winded discussions," the silent majority 
"sitting there stupidly, as if they were deaf and dumb."The association was 
utterly useless, he claimed, and it ought to be abolished. An angry]ijosha 
member rebutted this view a few days later, praising its rising membership 
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18 Tokushima ken shi, vol.5, pp.21, 55. 

19 Ikeuchi Motokazu, "Kaikoroku" [Remin
iscences], vol . 1  (1929) , MS, Tokushima 
Prefectural Library, pp.79--82. 

20 K6bunrcku, 1875, Naimusho 2A, 9 ko 
1512, item 19 (Kokuritsu Kobunshokan, 
Tokyo). For this and later political develop
ments in Tokushima prefecture see Miyoshi 
Shoichiro, Tokushima jiyuminken undo 
shiron [The Tokushima People's Rights 
movement] (Tokushima: Kyoiku Shuppan 
Senta, 1981) ; Futo Akiko, "Tokushima ni 
okeru jiyuminken undo jijosha no kenkyu" 
[A study of the Jijosha's People's Rights 
movement in Tokushima], 5h��o (Tokushima 
Chihoshi Kenkyukai) 4 (Aug. 1973): 22ff.; 
Soeda Chiichi, "Tokushima no jiyuminken 
undo" [The Tokushima People's Rights 
movement], 5hiso 17 (Dec. 1983): 14ff. 
Andrew Fraser, "From domain to prefecture: 
political development in Tokushima, 1871-
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Figure 5 
Inoue Takanori in middle age 
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and impottant role in fostering enlightenment and progress, facts that 
should be obvious even to "stupid little idiots ,"21 Yet the suspicion remains 
that most members of theJijosha were poor ex-samurai or ordinary towns
men of Tokushima city. 

Itagaki summoned a con vention of local political associations to meet at 
Osaka in February 1875, where they formed the Aikokusha 1i1E*± as the 
forerunner of a national patty; of fOity delegates from several prefectures, 
over half were Jijosha members, and the convention itself was funded by a 
"loan" to Itagaki of ¥15,000 provided by Komuro as Hachisuka's agent.22 
When the first Conference of Local Governors met in Tokyo a few montl1s 
later as the prototype for a future elected national assembly, two Jijosha 
members attended as local observers, Komuro seized this opportunity to 
invite the more progressive governors to Hachisuka's residence and urged 
them to press for popularly elected assemblies, much to the annoyance of 
the Conference chaitman, Ch6shli leader Kido Koin, an advocate of constit
utional progress but only by gradual stages, 

Inoue was also in Tokyo at this time; in order to repOit cun"ent events to 
Jijosha members he drew up an "explanation" and had it printed by a Tokyo 
newspaper in 1,000 copies. Among numerous expressions of contempt for 
officials in general, tl1e emperor himself was dubbed the 'chief official' 
(cho7ean '* '§') of tl1e government, while also described as tl1e 'national ruler' 
(koku6 fll.:£), a title witl1 unpleasant historical associations, suggesting a 
U"ibutary king rather than an independent sovereign ,23 Infutiated, government 
leaders ordered all copies of the "explanation" to be seized and desuuyed. 
Inoue was atTested and prosecuted for high treason (kokujihan OO$�(!); 
when his case came before the Supreme Coutt next year, its judges sentenced 
him to tl1ree years imprisonment with hard labour and loss of samurai 
regisu'ation, but Yoshikawa, always a pau"on of his fellow countrymen, 
conuived to get this reduced to one year of ordinary itnprisonment after some 
kind of inner mediation by his influential friend Inoue Kaoru.24 

TheJijosha continued its activities under other leaders; in particular, they 
fought a successful legal battIe on behalf of a group of eight villages 
protesting against a dam-construction project approved by the prefectural 
office,25 But already signs of a shift towards compromise were apparent. 
Unlike the Risshisha, whose members plotted to assassinate high offiCials or 
drew up sUident memOlials for People's Rights, tI1eJijosha remained passive 
during the Satsuma rebellion of 1877, much to tI1e relief of govemment 
leaders. After Hachisuka sent a message from England encouraging the 
people of Awa province to remain peaceful during this crisis, over 3,000 of 
his fonner samurai, induding severalJijosha leaders, fotmed a Local Defence 
Corps to support tI1e govemment. 

Early in 1878 theJijosha held a banquet for Inoue, recently released from 
prison and now residing in Tokyo as Hachisuka's household steward, Later 
that year, to the shocked dismay of other political aSSOCiations, tI1e Jijosha 
suddenly announced its decision to dissolve, Falling membership and 
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financial difficulties were among the reasons given for this, but also its satis
faction with the progress already achieved in establishing primary schools 
and the government's own commitment to fostering elected assemblies at the 
prefectural, town and village level. Rather than setting up petty political 
associations, it advised, people should devote themselves to their own 
livelihood and entrust further progress in self-government to current 
u·ends.26 

]ijosha leaders now held important posts in the prefectural office or were 
heads of the local middle, normal and medical schools, while by 1879 seven 
of the ten district heads (guncho-�� 10 of Awa province were fOlmer ]ijosha 
members. But another reason for desetting the People's Rights movement 
became clear after the first K6chi prefectural assembly opened in November 
1879. Local pride had suffered a heavy blow in 1876 when My6d6 prefecture 
was abolished and Awa province amalgamated with K6chi as part of a 
national drive to widen administrative boundaries; this new prefectural 
assembly consisted of twenty-seven members from Tosa province and thirty
one from Awa. Its chairman Kataoka Kenkichi J:!JfOO] �E, a fiery Risshisha 
leader, determined to make the assembly unworkable in order to pressure 
the government into making further concessions to the People's Rights 
movement; but its vice-chairman, a former ]ijosha leader, backed by the Awa 
members, refused to support him. In addition, the Tosa and Awa members 
were soon embroiled in bitter disputes over tax allotmentP Awa leaders now 
began a campaign for their province to be revived as a separate Tokushima 
prefecture, and the government approved this in 1880. Abandoning political 
opposition might well have been the price Awa leaders felt they had to pay 
in order to recover their administrative independence. 

Ironically, the People's Rights movement was now sweeping the nation, 
not least in the Kansai region where Komuro and Furusa wa were among its 
most prominent leaders.28 Although political debating clubs and speech
making associations flourished in Tokushima prefecture at this time, only 
fifteen obscure local people out of a national total of 87,000 signed the 
famous "Petition for Opening a National Assembly" presented to the govern
ment by Itagaki's followers in April 1880.29 

Inoue returned to Tokushima prefecture in 1882 when replaced as 
Hachisuka's household steward by another former ]ijosha member. He 
resumed his role as an important figure in offiCial, banking and business 
circles. Appointed first mayor ofTokushima City in 1889, he was then elected 
to the House of Representatives in 1890. At that time he was paying ¥54 per 
annum in land tax, a fairly substantial amount,30 with business interests in 
tobacco growing and forestry. After his death in 1893, fOlmer ]ijosha members 
continued to hold the top posts in Tokushima City government and business 
organisations for at least the next decade; to pay respects at Inoue's tomb 
when visiting Tokushima was obligatOlY for fellow countrymen such as 
Hachisuka and Yoshikawa, and also for a national political leader, Prime 
Minister Hara Takashi, in 1918. 
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Figure 6 
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Abe Okito jrPf��.A (1845-1920) 

A village head awarded minor samurai status for his contribution to 
domain reclamation projects, Abe's father was a prosperous, upper-class 
farmer. As a younger son, Abe determined to pursue an official career; adopt
ion by a samurai family enabled him to study the Confucian classics and 
sword-fighting at the best schools in Tokushima castle town. In 1868 he was 
appointed a lecturer at the domain academy, the Chokylikan. Posted to 
Tokyo in 1870 as a diplomatic offiCial of the domain, he began to study 
English at Keio Academy, from which two of his relatives and several future 
political allies graduated in t11e late 1870s.31 

Following a famous Confucian scholar who had been his teacher, and in 
company with over a hundred other main-domain samurai, Abe played a 
leading part in attacking and burning down the residences of principal 
retainer Inada Kunitane fill Ell f��; faced by the demotion of his under
samurai to commoner status as part of current reforms, Tanenobu's young 
heir petitioned the government in 1870 to be set up as lord of a separate 
domain, pleading past selvices of his family to the Loyalist cause. Main
domain samurai resented this as an insult to Hachisuka, now their imperial 
governor. Ten ringleaders, including Abe's mentor, were ordered to commit 
ritual suicide after this incident; Abe and the others were sentenced to life 
or lesser terms of imprisonment. He spent the next three years confined to 
his own home, passing his time as a teacher, until released on the grounds 
that his offence took place under domain law before the Meiji government 
had issued its new legal codes. 

Abe Okito, second right (Masuda Nagatake, first left) in 1870 

From 1875 to 1880 Abe served as an 
official of the prefectural office, then as 
a district head, establishing useful con
nections for his later role as a political 
leader. Early in 1881 he switched to busi
ness as a career; with his elder brother 
as manager, he became president of the 
Kosansha OO�tt (with a capital of 
¥50,OOO), a company that purchased an 
estate in Hokkaido to grow indigo. Next 
year, with eighteen leading Tokushima 
bankers and businessmen, including 
Inoue Takanori, he was a promoter of 
the Tsugyosha lI!JH±, a company set 
up to trade in Hokkaido fish fertilizer. 
His valued adviser in these enterprises 
was Kondo Renpei )lIlfiapp. (1848-
1921),32 a close ftiend since student 
days and now a rising executive of the 
Mitsubishi Company, whose president 
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Iwasaki Yataro, impressed by his sturdy bearing, had employed him after 
a chance encounter several years previously. 

When the Satsuma and Choshu councillors united in October 1881 to oust 
Okuma Shigenobu and his followers from the government as clandestine 
allies of the People's Rights movement, they also began hostile moves against 
the Mitsubishi Company, suspected of being their hidden backer. Under 
Komuro's management, Hachisuka's business interests after 1878 became 
closely connected with those of Inoue Kaoru, Shibusawa Eichi and the Mitsui 
Company, now locked in rivalry with Mitsubishi. In 1882 the government 
promoted a new company, the Kyodo Unyu Kaisha � � )i � � 1±, to break 
Mitsubishi's near monopoly of coastal and overseas shipping; Komuro was 
one of its directors and branch managers. With his secret financial backing,33 
Furusawa as chief editor of the Jiyu Shinbun, the newspaper organ of 
Itagaki's newly fonned Jiylito party, mounted a fierce attack on Mitsubishi 
that destroyed any chance of political unity between Itagaki and Okuma, 
splitting the People's Rights movement into two hostile camps. This outcome 
was very welcome to their Choshu patrons and in later years they were well 
rewarded for it, both ending their days as imperial nominees in the House 
of Peers. 

When Okuma launched the Kaishinto party in Aptil1882, Abe was among 
his staunchest supporters. Next month, Abe and his local allies announced 
the fonnation of a Tokushima branch, its regulations identical with those of 
the central party. The leading local newspaper, the Futsti Shinbun (1,000 
copies per issue), headed by Masuda Nagatake � EB 7k �  a fonner senior 
retainer of the domain related to d1e Hachisuka family, provided wholehearted 
support. In August, the Tokushima Kaishint6 sponsored a speech meeting 
at a city theatre; attended by central party leaders, this attracted an audience 
of over 2,000 people. By the end of 1882, national Kaishinto membership 
rose to around 1,400, of whom 37 were Tokushima men, about average for 
a local branch. But the significant point was that 20 of the 38 members of the 
prefectural assembly joined it, making Tokushima one of only five prefectures 
across the nation where the party held such a majority .34 The members of 
the Tokushima Kaishinto were mostly rich fanners, paying ¥40 per annum 
or more in land tax. In contrast to theJijosha leaders, only five of them were 
fonner samurai, marking the emergence of a new class in politics. As leader 
of a party concentrated in the prefectural assembly, Abe was in a commanding 
position: elected to the assembly in 1880, he was now its vice-chainnan, 
rising to chainnan in 1883. Yet for all his panache, Abe was in fact the leader 
of a small gingergroup. The vice-chainnan of the assembly, fonnerly a close 
friend of Abe and instrumental in securing his release from confinement, 
summoned a convention of local worthies in 1883. Over 2,000 of them from 
across the prefecture resolved that the time was not yet ripe to join political 
parties, preferring to remain neutral and avoid friction.35 

Abe and his allies soon found themselves hamstrung by new government 
regulations for the control of political activity . With one hundred members 
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Abe Okito in 189 0  
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Hashimoto Kyutarri in 1890 
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of other prefectural assemblies, Abe went to Tokyo in February 1883 to 
attend a national convention until it was ordered to disperse by the police. 
So he tumed to local issues, challenging the light of distlict heads to be chair
men and to control the agenda of joint town and village assemblies. Abe filed 
a legal suit against the prefectural govemor on the issue, though this was 
rejected by the govemment's Coutt of AdminisU·ative Appeals in November 
1883.36 By now political activity at the local level was virtually impossible; 
the Futsti Shinbun withdrew newspaper support for the Tokushima Kaishin
to when threatened with the loss of its valuable contract to publish official 
notices. In early 1884 the local party was reduced to about thitty people 
meeting under the guise of a study-group, then dissolved along with the 
central patty later that year. 

Two other political parties formed in Tokushima prefecture duling 1882: 
an AwaJiyUto with one hundred or so members, almost all poor farmers and 
rural samurai of the former Inada sub-domain resident in two villages of 
remote Mima distlict, and a Tokushima branch of the pro-govemment 
Teiseito, its members mostly f01mer samurai in reduced circumstances 
petitioning for state relief-grants. Both these parties had dissolved by 1884; 
they were never important in local politics, having nothing like Abe's su pport 
from lich farmers and businessmen.37 

In December 1885 Abe decided to advance his career in a new way; he 
resigned as chaitman of the prefectural assembly and moved to Tokyo, 
where he joined the finance ministry as a secretarial accountant. His bureau 
head was Watanabe Kunitake, a Satsuma protege and later finance minister 
in the second Matsukata cabinet of the 1890s. Watanabe had been govemor 
of Kochi prefecture in 1876-79; Abe was an official of the prefectural office 
at that time and remained on friendly terms with him. Satsuma links were an 
important asset in Abe's career as an offiCial, politician and businessman. 
When the Choshu leaders, on mediation from those of Satsuma, dropped 
their assault on Mitsubishi and a new shipping company, the Nippon Yusen 
Kaisha B * fB ffJ � t±, was formed in 1885, Abe and his friends rejoiced;38 
their ally Kondo Renpei swiftly rose to be its president, and went on to 
become one of Japan's top business magnates. 

After Abe's departure all political activity in Tokushima prefecture 
seemingly ground to a halt. When popular outrage swept the nation in 1886 
against the govemment's spineless concessions to the Westem Powers while 
attempting to gain u·eaty revision, Tokushima was one of 4 out of some 40 
prefectures that did not send a single delegate to join the protest demon
strations in Tokyo.39 

The Meiji Constitution became operative in 1890; Tokushima prefecture, 
with 5,65 1 voters, elected five representatives to the Lower House of the Diet. 
New regulations of this time prohibited political patties from forming local 
branches, but Abe now retumed home to lead his previous Kaishinto 
supporters as political allies of the cenu·al party. One of the strongest electoral 
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bases in the prefecture was Abe's native Itano district; he conceded this to 
his nephew, Hashimoto Kylitaro �*�*llB, a fatmer paying ¥42 per 
annum in land tax and a graduate of Keio Academy, who was elected with 
sweeping majotities until 1912. Abe himself stood for the more remote Mima
Miyoshi constituency, where he had been disttict head in the late 1870s and 
then represented in the prefectural assembly. He held this seat almost 
continuously until moving his domicile to Hokkaido in 1902, with the sole 
exception of a narrow defeat in the notorious 'interference' election of 1892. 
Throughout the 1890s Abe and his allies of the Kaishinto-Shinpoto-Kensei
honto party stream won most seats in the House of Representatives and 
polled the highest percentage of the total vote.40 

In these years Abe was also a political leader on the national stage, for 
a time running the Ylibin Hochi Shinbun, an influential Tokyo newspaper. 
While no doubt drawing a useful salaty from this and other undertakings, he 
was not in fact a rich man, paying only a modest ¥20 per annum in tax on 
land gifted to him by his family when he first stood for election to the Diet. 
But his high level of education, imposing appearance, renown as a speech
maker and useful contacts with top bureaucrats and cenu'al patty leaders 
singled him out as Tokushima's foremost political leader. 

Even so, Abe's influence, both in central and local politics, soon began 
to wane. Although a dedicated follower of Okuma Shigenobu, his party's 
president, he failed to get a cabinet post when Okuma became ptime 
minister in 1898 or to be elected vice-president of the House of Representatives 
despite Okuma's personal backing. By this time tival leaders within the party 
like Shimada SaburO had built up a powerful base centred on the Kanto 
provinces.41 More remote local leaders like Abe and his ftiend Ozaki Yukio 
in Mie prefecture grew progressively isolated from the party's power centre. 
Meanwhile, Tokushima prefecture had become the leading su'Onghold of the 
Land Price Revision movement (Ch ika shtisei undO ttl! {aD fr$1£)1 j1J) [see 
below] at a time when Abe's party, with its powerful support from north 
Japan landlords, was determined to resist this policy. 

When Ito Hirobumi launched the Seiylikai in 1900, Abe, Hashimoto and 
the two other Kenseihonto Diet representatives of Tokushima prefecture 
bolted their party to join it. To put Abe's switch in broader perspective, one 
might note that his former patron Watanabe Kunitake also joined the 
Seiylikai, as did other local leaders on friendly terms with him like Ozaki 
Yukio and Haseba Sumitaka of Mie and Kagoshima prefectures. Abe had 
recently moved to Hokkaido, and now became president of the Seiylikai's 
Sapporo branch. He spent the rest of his active life in bUSiness, as a promoter 
of railways, dock development and agticultural stations. His son Unohachi 
succeeded him as a Seiylikai branch leader, while also proprietor of the 
influential Hokkai Taimusu newspaper (17,000 copies per issue). Abe finally 
retired to Omori in Tokyo, where he died in 1920. 
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Abe Okito in later life 
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The eldest son of a lUral samurai, who was also a prosperous fatmer and 
sake brewer, Bando graduated from the Tokushima Normal School in 1878. 

He first held a cletical post in his local District Office, then rose to be a 
secretaty of the Prefectural Office. Around twenty years younger than the 
four political leaders desetibed above, Bando was perhaps typical of a new, 
more pedestrian generation; in character he was unassuming, cautious, and 
paid great attention to detail.42 

Elected to the prefectural assembly in 1889, and for a time its vice
chairman, Banda emerged as a forceful leader in a fierce dispute with the 
prefectural govemor over the handling of public works and disaster relief. 
This govemor dissolved the assembly in December 1892 after a majority of 
its members petitioned the home ministry for his dismissal, but Banda and 
his allies emerged victorious when the govemor and his chief secretaty were 
relieved of their posts in March 1893 .43 

From the moment the first Diet opened in 1890 many Tokushima fatmers 
and their Diet representatives were determined to press for a reduction in 
land tax, or at least for its burden to be shared more fairly, claiming that they 
had been harshly u'eated compared with many other prefectures in the land-
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tax refOlm program of the late 1870s.44 Farmers in Banda's native Naka 
district, a rice-producing area, were unanimous in these demands. Banda 
went to Tokyo in FeblUary 1891 with other local leaders to canvass suppott 
in the Diet for a Land Price Revision petition signed by over 34,000 Toku
shima farmers; by 1892 they had formed an alliance with adherents in other 
prefectures, advancing in 1894 to launch a Japan Farmers Union (Nihon 
nomin kyokai B * ,ft � � 1:t). This was a pressure group, not a political 
party, willing to cooperate with any cabinet or Diet organisation that sup
potted its aims. Of over 50,000 members of this union, 10,000 were from 
Tokushima, while Banda toured other prefectures as a member of its speech
making committee.45 

Banda was just under the thitty-years age limit for Diet representatives 
in 1890; until 1894 the constituency centred on his native Naka district elected 
a former prefectural assemblyman and member of the Tokushima Kaishinto, 
who renewed his links with the patty. But in the fourth election of September 
1895 he made way for Banda, who stood as an Independent, polling 1,131 
votes with only 10 votes cast for others. Banda's electoral base was now the 
su-ongest in the prefecture and remained so for the rest of the Meiji era; he 
continuously held a seat in the House of Representatives until his death in 
1918. Paying ¥182 per annum in land tax when first elected, a very substantial 
sum, he was well qualified to represent the interests of the richer farmers and 
lUral landlords. 

Banda was now positioned to achieve the aims of the Land Price Revision 
movement from within the Diet. His chance came inJune 1898 when the third 
Ito cabinet, proposing to raise land tax from 2.5% to 3.7% of assessed land 
value, had its budget rejected by a massive majority of 247 to 27, forcing it 
to resign. The short-lived Okuma cabinet that followed did not have time to 
conduct a Diet session; when Yamagata took over as prime minister in 
November 1898 he proposed to raise land tax even higher to 4%, but 
promised to link this with a bill to revise land prices over the whole nation, 
raising them in some prefectures and reducing them in others to equalise its 
burden. Banda, with 80 Diet members supporting the Land Price Revision 
League, now held the balance of power in the House of Representatives. In 
the event, Yamagata could only get an increase of 3.3% limited to five years, 
but his bill for land price revision passed after a close vote of 161 to 134. 
Tokushima prefecture gained significant benefits from this bill,46 and Banda 
returned home to a hero's welcome from local wOlthies. 

After his stunning defeat in the House of Representatives, Ito Hirobumi 
resolved to form a political party of his own, the future seiylikai. Hachisuka 
was well informed of these plans; in a letter to Yamagata of] une 1898, while 
not taking a positive stand on the issue, he urged caution.47 Nevettheless, 
as matters progressed, Hachisuka, Yoshikawa and other Tokushima high 
officials in Tokyo, supported by 300 local worthies, announced the form
ation of an Awa Club in May 1899. When launched in December, the club's 
local head was the mayor of Tokushima City, a formerJijosha leader, with 
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Figure 10 
Bando KangorO after 19 1 0  
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Banda a member of its standing committee. By the end of the year a Tokyo 
branch formed, after a meeting in Hachisuka's residence which Banda 
attended.48 

The Awa Club proclaimed that it was simply a social group, with no party 
connections; it published a single issue of a magazine with articles on the 
local economy, education and foreign affairs, plus a medley of poems. More 
significantly, its promoters included top local leaders in banking, shipping, 
railways and indigo marketing; from the moment of its fOlmation the Awa 
Club dominated Tokushima business and political affairs for many years to 
come.49 While all local politicians witl1 Jiyuto connections joined it, Abe, 
Hashimoto and the two other CutTent Kenseihonto Diet representatives kept 
aloof; their newspaper organ, the Tokushima Mainichi Shinbun , attacked 
tl1e club as a political front for Hachisuka and Yoshikawa working on behalf 
of Choshu patrons, an accusation hotly denied by Masuda Nagatake's Toku
shima Nichinich i Shinbun , successor to the Futsu. Shinbun of the 1870s and 
'80s.50 

Political activity in Tokushima prefecture was quite vigorous throughout 
1899; speech-making tours by rival patty leaders like Itagaki Taisuke and 
Ozaki Yukio attracted audiences of several thousand people. The big change 
came in October 1900 when Banda and otl1er local leaders attended the 
Seiylikai foundation ceremony in Tokyo. They returned home to set up a 

Tokushima branch of the Seiylikai, joined by Hashimoto and two other 
CutTent Kenseihonto Diet representatives in a sudden desertion that shocked 
their fOlmer allies. By the end of the year the Tokushima Seiylikai had 390 
members, joined by a [utther 676 members in January 1901. Next to Shizu
oka, Tokushima prefecture now had more members than any other Seiylikai 

local branch; when the patty took final form 

Figure 11 later that year, Tokushima ranked fifth of all 

Tokushima 'sjirst railway train (Pittsburgh 1 Bl) prefectures in branch member-ship.51 
One notes, however, that the Tokushima 

patty register includes few of the leading bankers 
and businessmen who had promoted the A wa 
Club, suggesting that they prefetTed to remain 
aloof in a political and economic sttunghold of 
their own. The patty's main support lay in the 
prefectural and city assemblies whose members 
were now to be elected at fixed four-year tetms, 
increasing tl1eir need for patty connections. The 
red uction of tax -pa ying qualifications for voting 
rights to d1e House of Representatives from ¥15 
to ¥1O per annum by a new law of 1900 nearly 
doubled the Tokushima electorate, and the 
emergence of such a strong branch of the Seiyli
kai was perhaps a response to this, too. 

But above all it reflects the fact d1at Banda 
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Figure 12 

Tokushima railway station in 1899. Sketch from 
Tokushima Mainichi Shinbun, 26 February that 

and his allies were now engaged in another campaign for local interests :  
railway nationalisation. Unlike many other prefectures where the government 
had built railways for strategic or economic reasons, Tokushima was forced 
to rely on private capital. A Tokushima Railway Company fOtmed in 1895; 
43% of its total capital of ¥800,000 was put up by seventeen promoters, 
including Banda who held shares worth ¥5,000, not a large sum but needed 
as a qualification for him to hold a managerial post in it. By 1899 the compan y 
had built a mere 34 kilometers of line; only nationalisation could ensure 
fUlther extensions to link up with the Kochi-Takamatsu uunk railroad. As 
communications minister in 1900, Yoshikawa set up a committee to investigate 
railway nationalisation, with Banda as one of its members. Around this time 
Yoshikawa promised a delegation from K6chi and Tokushima prefectures 
to do all he could to foster railway development in their areas; if the finance 
ministry refused to provide the necessary funds, he planned to raise the 
money by other means such as increasing railway fares. 52 Yoshikawa later 
claimed that he was the mastermind in setting up the Tokushima branch 
of the Seiyukai on behalf of his friend Ito Hirobumi;53 sponsorship of 
railway nationalisation was no doubt an important reason for his success. 
By 1900 Banda was president of the Tokushima Railway Company, and his 
campaign succeeded in 1906 when it was nationalised on favourable terms, 
enabling investors to recoup their capital while guaranteeing future 
development. Significantly, this took place under the cabinet of Seiyukai 
presidentSaionji Kimmochi. Railway development in Tokushima prefecture 
was not just a business enterprise; as each new section of line opened, large 
crowds gathered to celebrate amid scenes of wild enthusiasm.54 

A new electoral system for the House of Representatives became oper
ative in 1902. Tokushima City now elected one member; its representative 
for the next decade was a former ]ijosha leader with Seiyukai links who 
held the seat with comfortable majorities. The ten lUral districts of the pre-
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fecture fonned a single constituency electing five members. Headed by 
Banda, who polled over 2,000 votes out of a total of nearly 10,000, as usual 
from his strong base in Naka disU'ict, four of these Diet representatives were 
members of the Seiyukai. But one of them was a member of the Kensei
honto and head of its local branch: Sumi Senjiro �Jt J! T {x tm, a rich indigo 
merchant, banker and industrialist, paying the very large sum of ¥900 per 
annum in land tax, while also proprietor of the Tokushima Mainichi 
Shinbun (3,000 copies per issue) , now the leading local newspaper. Surill's 
electoral supporters were concenu'ated in his native Oe and its two neigh
bouring districts A wa and Myozai, but he drew votes quite widel y across the 
prefecture. So Tokushima, as if still hedging its bets, retained some political 
diversity. Sumi held his seat till 1912, and in the 1920s headed the local 
branch of the Kenseikai party, the Seiyukai's main rival .  

Yet as i n  Abe's case, Banda and his Seiyiukai allies found i t  hard to 
compete with party leaders at the centre. In 1903, discontented with their 
subordinate role, Banda and the three other Seiyukai representatives of 
Tokushima prefecture broke away from the patty to fOlm an independent 
Diet group, backed by Yoshikawa and the Awa Club,55 then drifted back to 
the party around 1906 when railway nationalisation was in the offing. On the 
national stage, Tokushima prefecture was now a political backwater, though 
its representatives managed to fight off a Diet proposal in 1903 to abolish the 
prefecture for reasons of administrative rationalisation, and they continued 
to champion local economic interests such as tariff protection for indigo and 
sugar. Banda remained a respected figure in Diet politics until his death in 
1918; perhaps a fitting end for such a dedicated political leader, he was taken 
ill during a session of the House of Representatives and died in its hospital. 
Reputed to have gained little financial benefit from his political career, later 
plans to set up a memorial for him came to nothing. 

Conclusion 

We have now seen how Tokushima prefecture followed its own distinct
ive path in Meiji politics . The number of its leaders who were imprisoned at 
one time or another, or who advanced their careers after chance encounters 
with impoltant men from other provinces, is a reminder that they lived in 
turbulent and unpredictable times. 

As a group, they can perhaps be classified as political leaders of the 
'second order', useful allies but never ranked as equals at the top, exerting 
what influence they could within the government while anxious to put a 
brake on too much central domination. In the 1860s, Tokushima leaders 
sought to maintain a balance between autocratic Bakufu refOlmers and 
Loyalist opponents, hoping for a new regime based on a nation-wide con
sensus; in the Meiji era this became a balance between modernising bureau
crats at t11e cenU'e and heavily-taxed local worthies demanding a greater 
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share in government, this time with an elected national assembly as their final 
goal. Amid shifting and contending forces, with sudden stops and starts in 
political progress, ironic contradictions abounded. For example, Yoshikawa 
was employed as a translator and expert in Western studies by the Satsuma 
domain in the late 1860s, then became a Choshu protege almost by chance 
in the early 1870s . When Inoue TakanOli, prompted by Komuro and Furu
sawa, came forward to join the radical People's Rights movement in 1874, 
Yoshikawa as a government official with Choshu patrons defended the need 
for gradual political progress in the Tokyo Akebono newspaper. Later, while 
vice-head of the home ministry under Yamagata in the 1880s, Yoshikawa 
directed government policy on local adminisu'ation when Tokushima 
leaders like Abe and his allies challenged it on many issues . Ptior to this, 
despite his earlier campaign for People's Rights, Inoue Takanori's Tokushima 
supporters suddenly abandoned the movement in 1878, even while Komuro 
and Furusawa were among its most important leaders in the Kanto and 
Kansai provinces. 

After the implementation of the Constitution in 1890, a new balance of 
power emerged between the Sat-Cho leaders and patty forces in the House 
of Representatives. Hachisuka, Komuro, Furusawa and Yoshikawa, now 
members of the House of Peers or high offiCials, all became political allies 
of the Choshu leaders, while in Tokushima prefecture Abe and his allies of 
the Kaishinto-Shirnpoto-Kenseihonto stream with Satsuma affinities formed 
its strongest political party. On the formation of the Seiylikai in 1900, 
Tokushima political leaders, in another abrupt shift, regrouped when Abe 
and his allies deserted their party to join it, as the Diet entered a new era of 
'special interest' politics within the framework of alternating bureaucratic and 
party cabinets.56 

Common ploys in Meiji politics such as 'fomenting rifts between rivals' 
(rikansaku �rel1� and 'opportunism' (hiyorimi shugi B ltlJ!3=.ft), or 
accomodating slogans such as 'cordial practicality' (onwa chakujitsu �ltl 
� � ,  though despised by contemporary political firebrands, often inspired 
the actions of Tokushima leaders . On the other hand, they showed plenty 
of fighting spirit when roused; at various times Inoue, Abe and Bando were 
harsh critics of cun'ent prefectural governors . After 1890 no Tokushima can
didate for election to the House of Representatives dared admit to pro
government connections; 'official patty' (rit05!. Jt) and 'compromise group' 
(nanpa fA�� were common terms of abuse in Tokushima politics, both 
sides in electoral contests seeking to blacken their opponents with such 
charges, while all declaring themselves to be 'pure people's palty' (junmint6 
*ifi � Jt) adherents . 

At their head, for all his career as a high official, Hachisuka had no qualms 
about supporting the People's Rights movement in its early years. While 
more conservative later on, and wary of untoward changes in the Meiji 
constitutional regime, he remained a lifelong proponent of economic lib
eralism. When almost all former domain lords deposited their stipend bonds 
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in the 15th National (Peers) Bank in 1877, only two refused to do so: Nabe
shima Naohiro, fonner lord of the Hizen domain Gater Okuma Shigenobu's 
political patron) and Hachisuka. The reason Hachisuka gave for this decision 
was his disapproval of its special privileges and government protection, a 
unique attitude to adopt at the time. Thereafter, with his friend and business 
partner Shibusawa Eiichi, he always championed private entrepreneurship 
and independent business associations. Though for practical and personal 
reasons he had strong ties with the Chashli business network centred on 
Inoue Kaoru and the Mitsui combine, Hachisuka was nonetheless a patron 
of Abe and other fonner retainers with Satsuma and Mitsubishi connections; 
for example, Abe's elder brother was for many years manager of his Hok
kaido estate. 

Even when obliged to different bureaucratic patrons or members of 
competing parties, Tokushima political leaders were unanimous in defending 
local economic interests, as when they all combined to resolve a crisis in 
Hachisuka's finances leading to the temporary closure of the 89th Bank of 
Tokushima in 1903.57 In some other prefectures political strife sparked fierce 
struggles for the control of local banks or even led to their failure.5A 

As for the role of Tokushima leaders in Japan's political progress after 
1900, one can point to their early support for manhood suffrage, not achieved 
until 1925. The prefecture's High Tax-paying member Miki YokichirO =: 
* W a fm presented a petition for manhood suffrage to the House of Peers 
in 1899, and four of its Diet representatives, including Banda, supported an 

unsuccessful bill for it in 1910.59 Whether they acted for idealistic reasons or 

Andrew Fraser from hopes to widen Tokushima's scope in national politics is an interesting 

8n Northbourne Flats question, to which further research might provide the answer. 
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